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First of all
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http://www.gw.hep.osaka-cu.ac.jp/gwastro/overview.html
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Binary neutron stars

one of the best candidates of strong gravitational wave (GW) sources 
will be detected by GW in a couple of years (?) 
estimated merger rates ~1-4000 /gal/Myr, large uncertainty! 

NSs are born to supernovae (SNe) 
supernova surveys might be able to give constraint on NS merger 
rates
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credit: NASA

Abadie+ 2010
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Binary evolutions

There are two SNe 
first one may be usual 
(type-Ibc or type II) 
second one explodes 
after close binary 
interactions, e.g. common 
envelope phase (if they 
are close enough) 

How does a second SN 
look like? Is there any 
difference from normal 
SNe?
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Tauris & van den Heuvel 2006
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Ultra-stripped supernovae?
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Small ejecta mass
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Tauris+ 2013
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What we have done
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[Suwa, Yoshida, Shibata, Umeda, Takahashi, MNRAS, 454, 3073 (2015)]
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Stellar evolution code for massive stars 

Nucleosynthesis and energy generation 
network with ~300 species 

Initial condition 
bare CO cores (mimicking mass loss) 
composition: central abundance of massive stars just after He 
burning 

XC(C) = 0.33 - 0.36 

Stellar evolutionary simulations-1: setups
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Stellar evolutionary simulations-2: results
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[Suwa, Yoshida, Shibata, Umeda, Takahashi, MNRAS, 454, 3073 (2015)]
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2D (axial symmetry) (ZEUS-2D; Stone & Norman 92) 

MPI+OpenMP hybrid parallelized 

Hydrodynamics+spectral neutrino transfer  
(neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics) 

Isotropic diffusion source approximation (IDSA) for neutrino transfer  
(Liebendörfer+ 09) 

Ray-by-ray plus approximation for multi-D transfer (Buras+ 06) 

EOS: Lattimer-Swesty (K=180,220,375MeV) / H. Shen

Explosion simulations-1: setups
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See 
  Suwa et al., PASJ, 62, L49 (2010) 
  Suwa et al., ApJ, 738, 165 (2011) 
  Suwa et al., ApJ, 764, 99 (2013) 
  Suwa, PASJ, 66, L1 (2014) 
  Suwa et al., MNRAS, 454, 3073(2015) 
  Suwa et al., ApJ, 816, 43 (2016) 
for more details
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Explosion simulations-2: movie
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Explosion simulations-3: results
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ALL models explode 

Final NS mass ~1.35-1.6M⊙ (baryonic) 
　　　　　　~1.24-1.44M⊙ (gravitational) 

Ejecta mass=MCO-MNS ~ O(0.1)M⊙ 

Explosion energy ~O(1050) erg 

Ni mass ~O(10-2)M⊙

Tauris+ 2013

[Suwa, Yoshida, Shibata, Umeda, Takahashi, MNRAS, 454, 3073 (2015)]
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Nucleosynthesis yields and light curves
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NB) This is one-zone model based on Arnett (1982). 
   Detailed radiation transfer calculations will be done.

Yoshida, YS, Umeda, Shibata, Takahashi, submitted

Nucleosynthesis before neutron star mergers 3

Table 2. 1651 nuclear species adopted in the nuclear reaction
network. Isomeric state of 26Al is taken into account.

Element A Element A Element A

n 1 Ca 33–62 Zr 76–120
H 1–3 Sc 36–64 Nb 80–124
He 3,4,6 Ti 37–68 Mo 81–127
Li 6–9 V 40–71 Tc 84–128
Be 7,9–12 Cr 42–75 Ru 85–129
B 8,10–14 Mn 44–77 Rh 88–130
C 9–18 Fe 45–79 Pd 89–132
N 12–21 Co 47–81 Ag 92–133
O 13–22 Ni 48–83 Cd 94–135
F 17–26 Cu 51–86 In 97–136
Ne 17–29 Zn 52–88 Sn 99–137
Na 18–32 Ga 56–92 Sb 100–138
Mg 19–36 Ge 58–95 Te 114–139
Al 21–40 As 61–98 I 121–141
Si 22–43 Se 62–100 Xe 122–142
P 23–45 Br 66–102 Cs 125–143
S 24–49 Kr 67–107 Ba 126–143
Cl 28–51 Rb 70–110 La 131–143
Ar 29–55 Sr 71–113 Ce 132–143
K 32–58 Y 74–116

3 EXPLOSIVE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS IN THE
ULTRA-STRIPPED SUPERNOVAE

We calculate the explosive nucleosynthesis in the SN ejecta
of CO145 and CO15 models using thermal history of 9968
and 8875 traced fluid particles having positive energy and
positive radial velocity. We use the nuclear reaction network
consisting of 1651 nuclear species listed in Table 2. We deter-
mine the nuclear species to cover the nuclear flow in the fluid
particles having the smallest and largest Ye values using the
reaction network of 5406 nuclear species (Fujibayashi et al.
2015).

We set three cases of initial conditions of the particles
depending on the maximum temperature. For particles of
which temperature exceeds 9× 109 K, we calculate the nu-
cleosynthesis from the time when the temperature decreases
to 9× 109 K. The initial composition is set as the compo-
sition in nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) with the Ye
value calculated in the hydrodynamics simulation. For par-
ticles with the maximum temperature of (7–9) ×109 K, we
calculate from the time at the maximum temperature with
the NSE initial composition. For other particles, we calcu-
late the nucleosynthesis from the initial time of the hydrody-
namics simulation with the composition in the O/Ne layer.
We calculate the nucleosynthesis until the temperature de-
creases to 107 K. During the time after the termination of
the hydrodynamics calculation, we pursue the radial motion
and thermal evolution assuming adiabatic expansion with
the constant velocity at the termination of the hydrody-
namics calculation. We take into account the ν-process in a
simple manner. The neutrino luminosity is assumed to de-
crease exponentially with time of τν = 3 s (Woosley et al.
1990). The total neutrino energy is set to be 3× 1053 erg
and are equipartitioned to each flavor. The neutrino energy
distribution obeys the Fermi-Dirac distribution with tem-
peratures (Tνe ,Tν̄e ,Tνµ ,τ ,ν̄µ ,τ ) = (4 MeV, 4 MeV, 6 MeV) and
zero chemical potentials (Yoshida et al. 2008).

Figure 2 shows the mass fraction distribution of isotopes
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Figure 2. Mass fraction distribution of isotopes in the ejecta of
ultra-stripped Type Ic SNe. Panels (a) and (b) indicate CO145
and CO15 models, respectively. Red and black lines correspond
to odd-Z and even-Z isotopes.

in the SN ejecta of CO145 and CO15 models. Yields of some
elements and isotopes ejected in CO145 and CO15 models
are listed in Table 3. General features are not different be-
tween CO145 and CO15 models. Elements with the mass of
A<∼90 are broadly produced with the mass fractions up to
0.3. Elements with 90<∼A<∼130 are also produced but their
mass fractions decrease with mass number.

Most of C, O, and intermediate nuclei with A<∼40 are
mainly unburned or synthesized through explosive O burn-
ing. Light iron peak elements, Ti, V, and Cr, are produced in
neutron rich (Ye<∼0.40) materials. Mn and Fe are produced

through explosive Si burning. The 56Ni yield is 9.73× 10−3

and 5.72× 10−3 M⊙ in CO145 and CO15 models, respec-
tively. These values are smaller than the expectation in
Suwa et al. (2015). Some of the materials that experienced
higher than 5×109 K have become neutron rich and are syn-
thesized to be lighter and heavier elements. Heavy neutron-
rich isotopes of A ∼ 60−90 are also produced in the neutrino
irradiated winds containing neutron rich materials.

We consider the contribution to the solar-system com-
position. Figure 3 shows the elemental abundance ratios to
the solar-system composition. The 1st peak r-elements such
as As–Sr indicate large abundance ratios, more than 10%
of the largest abundance ratio. The element of the largest

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2016)
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Table 3. Yields of some elements and isotopes in units of 10−3 M⊙.

Element CO145 CO15 Element CO145 CO15 Isotope CO145 CO15 Isotope CO145 CO15

C 4.60 5.41 Si 6.71 8.56 48Ca 1.24 1.88 53Mn 0.00200 0.00203
O 22.9 29.7 S 4.14 5.91 50Ti 0.825 0.821 56Ni 9.73 5.72
Ne 8.12 12.9 Ca 4.14 5.91 26Al 0.214 0.211 60Fe 0.528 0.343
Mg 1.56 2.61 Z ≥ 31 11.6 12.4 41Ca 0.000593 0.000798
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Figure 5. Light curves of the ultra-stripped Type Ic SNe. The
red and blue curves denote CO145 and CO15 models, respectively.
The upper and lower limit of the red and blue shaded regions are
determined by the assumptions that the yields of 56Ni and other
radioactive elements are twice or a half of the original values,
respectively. The circles denote the light curve of SN 2005ek.

from their radioactive decays. Hence, we assume the energy
deposition fractions by gamma-rays and positrons as 0.5 for
simplicity.

Figure 5 shows the light curves of these SNe. For com-
parison, we also show the light curve of a fast decaying Type
Ic SN 2005ek, of which ejecta mass and 56Ni mass are es-
timated as 0.1 M⊙ and 0.03 M⊙ by Drout et al. (2013).
The peak absolute magnitude of our models is −15.5–−16.
We also vary the yield ranges for 56Ni and other radioac-
tive isotopes between twice and a half of values numerically
obtained. Then, the range of the peak absolute magnitude
varies in the range −14.8–−17.5. When the yields of 56Ni
and other radioactive isotopes are twice in CO145 model,
the light curve reproduces that of SN 2005ek.

The energy release of the radioactive decays of interme-
diate and heavy elements partly contributes to the optical
emission. In CO145 model, the radioactive decays of these
radioactive elements dominate the energy generation for one
day after the collapse. The fraction of the luminosity from
these elements is 27 % at the peak luminosity. On the other
hand, the radioactive decays from intermediate and heavy
elements dominate for four days in CO15 model. If the con-
tribution from these elements is ignored, the peak luminos-
ity becomes about a half. The decay time of the luminosity
from these elements is about four and eight days in CO145
and CO15 models, respectively. The difference of the contri-
bution from these elements is mainly due to the difference
in the 56Ni yield. The radioactive decays from intermediate
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Figure 6. Abundance ratios of elements in the ejecta of ultra-
stripped SN models to the solar abundance. The black, red, green,
and blue lines denote the ratios of CO145, Ye040, Ye042, and
Ye044 models, respectively.

and heavy elements could contribute to the energy release
for one week to ten days.

Recently, a variety of fast decaying SNe have been found
in survey programs for transient objects. Sub-luminous SNe
have also been observed in Types Ia and Ib/c SNe (e.g. Foley
et al. 2013; Drout et al. 2014). Some of sub-luminous fast
decaying SNe could be ultra-stripped SNe. These observed
SNe showed spectral features different from normal Types
Ia and Ib/c SNe. The ejecta of the ultra-stripped SNe in
our models indicate a larger abundance ratio of intermedi-
ate elements to oxygen compared to more massive CO cores.
These compositional differences could give distinctive spec-
tra features. Identification of ultra-stripped SNe from Type
I SNe is important for the evaluation of the ultra-stripped
SN rate. Future observations of ultra-stripped SNe could
constrain the rates of ultra-stripped SNe.

We note, as pointed out in Suwa et al. (2015), that
it is safe to consider that our results give a lower limit of
the explosion energy of an ultra-stripped SN. In the case
of stronger explosion of the ultra-stripped SN, the ejected
56Ni mass could be larger. If so, ultra-stripped SNe could be
observed as fast decaying SNe like Type Ic SN 2005ek.

4.2 Uncertainties of the 1st peak r-element yields
in ultra-stripped SN models

We obtained the 1st peak r-elements in the ultra-stripped
SN models. However, the production efficiency of the r-
elements depends on the Ye distribution of the SN ejecta,

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)
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Implications

small kick velocity due to small ejecta mass 

small eccentricity (e~0.1), compatible with binary pulsars 
J0737-3039 (e=0.088 now and ~0.11 at birth of second NS) 

event rate (~0.1-1% of core-collapse SN) 
SN surveys (e.g., HSC, PTF, Pan-STARRS, and LSST) will give 
constraint on NS merger rate
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Piran & Shaviv 05

Tauris+13, 15, Drout+ 13, 14
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Rapidly evolving supernovae

early samples (05ek, 10X, 05E)+10 more discoveries by Pan-STARRS 

t1/2<12 day 

diffusion time; τc∝Mej3/4 EK-1/4 (Arnett 1982) 
　⇒ small Mej

15

Drout+ 2014Drout+ 2013
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Summary

Ultra-stripped SN might be second explosion in close 
binary forming binary NSs 
To test this conjecture, we performed 

stellar evolutionary simulations of bare C/O cores 
hydrodynamics simulations for neutrino-driven explosions 

Compatible with parameters explaining observations 
Eexp=O(1050) erg 

Mej~O(0.1) M⊙ 
MNi~O(10-2)M⊙ 

MNS~1.2-1.4M⊙ (gravitational)

16

Drout+ 13, Tauris+13

See 
Suwa, Yoshida, Shibata, Umeda, Takahashi 
MNRAS, 454, 3073 (2015) 
for more details


